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“Paper Walls was the first scholarly book to deal with the question of America’s
response to the Nazi assault on the European Jews. A revised version of my
Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard University, it was originally published in 1968...
Those times were very different from these. There was little public receptivity to
Holocaust studies then, and only limited academic interest... The scholarly
reviews, of which there were several, were favorable. But the general press paid
little attention to the book... A pioneer in its field, Paper Walls first established the
thesis that three features of American society in the 1930’s and 1940’s were key
to understanding the nation’s inadequate response to the refugee crisis. They
were anti-Semitism, nativistic nationalism, and the unemployment problem of the
Great Depression. This basic concept has been followed in all the succeeding
scholarly literature on the topic. This concept is also the main legacy from Paper
Walls to my more recent book, The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the
Holocaust, 1941-1945 (1984). AlthoughAbandonment stands as a complete
study in its own right, it is in fact the sequel toPaper Walls. It is a continuation of
the history of America’s reaction to the plight of the European Jews in the Nazi
era.” — David S. Wyman, Preface to the 1985 paperback edition of Paper Walls
“[A] thorough study of American refugee policy from 1938 to 1941... On the basis
of Wyman’s book, the United States stands indicted for a tragic failure to live up
to its nineteenth-century ideal of asylum... Though Wyman makes no effort to
disguise his strong sympathy for the refugees, his book... gives a careful and welldocumented history of American refugee policy... The state department — above
all Assistant Secretary of State Breckinridge Long — emerges from his pages as
the primary culprit... The attitude displayed by... the foreign service... led to the
creation of the paper walls that Wyman so honestly and tragically describes in
this important book.” — Robert A. Divine, Journal of American History “The first
scholarly examination of American refugee policy between 1938 and 1941...
What Wyman sets out to do he does extremely well. Paper Walls is a worthwhile
addition to our growing knowledge of the policy of those who bore witness to the
Holocaust.” — Henry L. Feingold, American Jewish Historical Quarterly “No one
who reads this book will be able to ignore the fact that blatant antisemitism in the
United States — from the public, from Congress, and from within the State
Department — prevented our government from giving more than minimal
assistance to the Jewish refugees... Professor Wyman has done an immense
amount of research in primary and secondary sources and Paper Walls is
extraordinarily sound and superbly documented. It is tightly written, wellorganized, and logically presented.” — Leonard Dinnerstein, Jewish Social
Studies “The conclusions of the book are stark and simple: ‘The half-filled
quotas of mid-1940 to mid-1941, when refugee rescue remained entirely feasible,
symbolize 20,000 to 25,000 lives lost...’ In the eight years from 1933 to 1941,
about 250,000 refugees found safety here. The total is not small, but neither is
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the country which received them.” — Raul Hilberg, Political Science Quarterly
“Generally [President Roosevelt] left refugee policy to the disposition of a hostile
Congress and the State Department. Yet, as the author points out, neither
Roosevelt, the State Department, nor Congress can be blamed entirely for what
happened. ‘Viewed within the context of its times, United States refugee policy
from 1938 to the end of 1941 was essentially what the American people wanted.’
In December 1938 only 8.7 per cent of the respondents to a Roper poll favored
entry of a larger number of European refugees than the quota law allowed; fully
83 per cent were flatly opposed. This book tells a dismal story. While it is dear
where the author’s sympathies lie, he tells the story with restraint; if anything, his
approach and writing style underplay the pathos involved... Wyman has given us
a scholarly description and analysis of the first act of the tragedy, which he
promises to carry on through the war and postwar years.” — J. Joseph
Huthmacher, The American Historical Review “This thoroughly documented
study of the United States policies in regard to the refugee crisis of 1938-1941 is
the best available source in this field and on that period. Drawing on material
from some well known as well as several previously untapped sources, Wyman
discusses both the ambiguous role of particular figures and organizations and the
underlying forces at work in American society which influenced governmental
policy and practices; anti-semitism, nativism, fear of unemployment and of Nazi
subversives are shown as the major pressure to which America’s people and
leaders succumbed.” — Joseph S. Roucek, The International Migration Review
“This is a depressing topic impressively researched. Professor Wyman has
investigated almost all the relevant primary and secondary materials in order to
recount the tragic story of America’s indifference to the hundreds of thousands of
refugees fleeing Hitler’s Europe... Over two-thirds of Americans desired to keep
the Jewish refugees out of the United Stales. Wyman argues that this sentiment
was due to three sources: ‘nativism, anti-Semitism, and economic insecurity’...
There is enough evidence in Wyman’s book to cause the Statue of Liberty to
collapse for lack of moral foundation.” — John P. Diggins, The Historian
“Professor Wyman skillfully investigates and thoughtfully analyzes the
complexities of the crisis and the reasons why more was not done to aid the
refugees in the crucial period between 1938 and 1941... The author examines the
problem thoroughly from a number of standpoints... The State Department, the
Congress, and the President really were reflecting the attitudes of the American
people, who, Wyman asserts, were indifferent and even antagonistic to the
refugees [because of] the economic insecurity engendered by the depression,
nativistic nationalism, and anti-Semitism. A well-researched and lucidly, if not
dispassionately, written book, Paper Walls is a sound, workmanlike study of a
significant episode in our nation’s recent past.” — E. Berkeley Tompkins, The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science
A brilliant, haunting, and profoundly original portrait of the defining tragedy of our
time. In this epic history of extermination and survival, Timothy Snyder presents a
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new explanation of the great atrocity of the twentieth century, and reveals the
risks that we face in the twenty-first. Based on new sources from eastern Europe
and forgotten testimonies from Jewish survivors, Black Earth recounts the mass
murder of the Jews as an event that is still close to us, more comprehensible
than we would like to think, and thus all the more terrifying. The Holocaust began
in a dark but accessible place, in Hitler's mind, with the thought that the
elimination of Jews would restore balance to the planet and allow Germans to
win the resources they desperately needed. Such a worldview could be realized
only if Germany destroyed other states, so Hitler's aim was a colonial war in
Europe itself. In the zones of statelessness, almost all Jews died. A few people,
the righteous few, aided them, without support from institutions. Much of the new
research in this book is devoted to understanding these extraordinary individuals.
The almost insurmountable difficulties they faced only confirm the dangers of
state destruction and ecological panic. These men and women should be
emulated, but in similar circumstances few of us would do so. By overlooking the
lessons of the Holocaust, Snyder concludes, we have misunderstood modernity
and endangered the future. The early twenty-first century is coming to resemble
the early twentieth, as growing preoccupations with food and water accompany
ideological challenges to global order. Our world is closer to Hitler's than we like
to admit, and saving it requires us to see the Holocaust as it was --and ourselves
as we are. Groundbreaking, authoritative, and utterly absorbing, Black Earth
reveals a Holocaust that is not only history but warning.
Teaching and learning about the Holocaust is central to school curriculums in
many parts of the world. As a field for discourse and a body of practice, it is rich,
multidimensional and innovative. But the history of the Holocaust is complex and
challenging, and can render teaching it a complex and daunting area of work.
Drawing on landmark research into teaching practices and students’ knowledge
in English secondary schools, Holocaust Education: Contemporary challenges
and controversies provides important knowledge about and insights into
classroom teaching and learning. It sheds light on key challenges in Holocaust
education, including the impact of misconceptions and misinformation, the
dilemmas of using atrocity images in the classroom, and teaching in ethnically
diverse environments. Overviews of the most significant debates in Holocaust
education provide wider context for the classroom evidence, and contribute to a
book that will act as a guide through some of the most vexed areas of Holocaust
pedagogy for teachers, teacher educators, researchers and policymakers.
Holocaust and Human Behavior uses readings, primary source material, and
short documentary films to examine the challenging history of the Holocaust and
prompt reflection on our world today
A timely study of the effects of family separation on child refugees, using newly
discovered archival sources from the WWII era: “Highly recommended.” —Choice
The Kindertransport—an organized effort to extract children living under the threat
of Nazism—lives in the popular memory as well as in literature as a
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straightforward act of rescue and salvation, but these celebratory accounts leave
little room for a deeper, more complex analysis. This volume reveals that in fact
many children experienced difficulties with settlement: they were treated
inconsistently by refugee agencies, their parents had complicated reasons for
giving them up, and their caregivers had a variety of motives for taking them in.
Against the grain of many other narratives, Jennifer Craig-Norton emphasizes the
use of newly discovered archival sources, which include the correspondence of
refugee agencies, carers, Kinder and their parents, and juxtaposes this material
with testimonial accounts to show readers a more nuanced and complete picture
of the Kindertransport. In an era in which the family separation of refugees has
commanded considerable attention, this book is a timely exploration of the effects
of family separation as it was experienced by child refugees in the age of
fascism.
This volume offers a challenging, critical exploration of several of the most
elemental and repercussive topics in modern Jewish history and thought. A
sequel to Katz's National Jewish Book Award-winning study, Post-Holocaust
Dialogues, the work assesses the contemporary Jewish situation by examining
three fundamental issues--the problem of historicism, the historical, theological,
and phenomenological investigation of the Holocaust, and the contemporary
meaning of Zionism. Specifically, Katz focuses on such matters as the role of
racial antisemitism in the Weimar Republic, the oft-suggested comparison
between the Gulag and Auschwitz, the role of technology in the Holocaust, and
the internal dialectic and subtleties of Zionist ideology, among many other
subjects. The volume identifies the main issues in the contemporary Jewish
intellectual universe and outlines the contours of a larger, more synthetic
understanding of contemporary Jewish existence.
This brief book has been designed as a handbook for anyone doing research to
identify Holocaust victims and find survivors. It serves two purposes for the
researcher: it annotates the principal sources worldwide for Holocaust
information and explains the rudimentary steps necessary for accessing that
material. The author, a noted Jewish genealogist, followed his own advice during
a 15-year search for members of his extended family. This publication, the result
of that investigation, is written for the beginning researcher. The major difference
between this work and other books on the Holocaust is that it focuses on
individuals, not events. Much of the information will be useful also to students
researching the Holocaust era and those looking for material with which to refute
the claims of revisionists. The book notes the various types of documents that
contain needed information and tells where they are and how to get them.
Mokotoff gives readers advice on the best ways to request data from international
sources, points out what types of documents might hold the most relevant
information, and lists agencies that deal with survivors. The section on museums,
libraries, and other institutions with Holocaust collections will be useful for all
types of research. The illustrations of pages from documents are those that
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Mokotoff obtained for his own research. Appendixes include a current
bibliography with books on generic genealogical searching, statistics about
Jewish victims, lists of towns that published memorial books to commemorate
victims, more than 4,000 European towns for which there is documentation at
Yad Vashem in Israel, Holocaust resource centers, and a list of members of the
Mokotoff family murdered during the Holocaust. The author's conversational
writing style and easy-to-follow directions make this an appropriate handbook for
the uninitiated. Public libraries might want to include it in genealogy collections,
but it should be made accessible to all patrons interested in Holocaust
information.--BL 11/01/1995.
The present volume is a selection of studies published previously in Hebrew in
"Dapim," by the Institute for Research of the Holocaust Period. They were
selected, from a great number of excellent studies, because of their outstanding
qualities. The ten contributions presented here come from the fields of history,
psychology, sociology and literature. Some were written by well known
professors, others, by young and promising scholars. A wide range of subjects is
covered, varying from anti-Jewish legislation in Romania to Jewish Resistance in
Cracow, from the psychology of murderous technocrats to consciousness of highschool students in Israel and, speculatively, the memory of the Holocaust for
future generations.
After World War II, tracing and documenting Nazi victims emerged against the
background of millions of missing persons and early compensation proceedings. This
was a process in which the Allies, international aid organizations, and survivors
themselves took part. New archives, documentation centers and tracing bureaus were
founded amid the increasing Cold War divide. They gathered documents on Nazi
persecution and structured them in specialized collections to provide information on
individual fates and their grave repercussions: the loss of relatives, the search for a new
home, physical or mental injuries, existential problems, social support and recognition,
but also continued exclusion or discrimination. By doing so, institutions involved in this
work were inevitably confronted with contentious issues—such as varying political
mandates, neutrality vs. solidarity with those formerly persecuted, data protection vs.
public interest, and many more. Over time, tracing bureaus and archives changed
methods and policies and even expanded their activities, using historical documents for
both research and public remembrance. This is the first publication to explore this
multifaceted history of tracing and documenting past and present.
On November 9 and 10, 1938, Nazi leadership unleashed an unprecedented
orchestrated wave of violence against Jews in Germany, Austria, and the Sudetenland,
supposedly in response to the assassination of a Nazi diplomat by a young Polish Jew,
but in reality to force the remaining Jews out of the country. During the pogrom,
Stormtroopers, Hitler Youth, and ordinary Germans murdered more than a hundred
Jews (many more committed suicide) and ransacked and destroyed thousands of
Jewish institutions, synagogues, shops, and homes. Thirty thousand Jews were
arrested and sent to Nazi concentration camps. Volume 17 of the Casden Annual
Review includes a series of articles presented at an international conference titled
“New Perspectives on Kristallnacht: After 80 Years, the Nazi Pogrom in Global
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Comparison.” Assessing events 80 years after the violent anti-Jewish pogrom of 1938,
contributors to this volume offer new cutting-edge scholarship on the event and its
repercussions. Contributors include scholars from the United States, Germany, Israel,
and the United Kingdom who represent a wide variety of disciplines, including history,
political science, and Jewish and media studies. Their essays discuss reactions to the
pogrom by victims and witnesses inside Nazi Germany as well as by foreign journalists,
diplomats, Jewish organizations, and Jewish print media. Several contributors to the
volume analyze postwar narratives of and global comparisons to Kristallnacht, with the
aim of situating this anti-Jewish pogrom in its historical context, as well as its place in
world history.
A single photograph—an exceptionally rare “action shot” documenting the horrific final
moment of the murder of a family—drives a riveting process of discovery for a gifted
Holocaust scholar In 2009, the acclaimed author of Hitler’s Furies was shown a
photograph just brought to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The
documentation of the Holocaust is vast, but there are virtually no images of a Jewish
family at the actual moment of murder, in this case by German officials and Ukrainian
collaborators. A Ukrainian shooter’s rifle is inches from a woman's head, obscured in a
cloud of smoke. She is bending forward, holding the hand of a barefooted little boy.
And—only one of the shocking revelations of Wendy Lower’s brilliant ten-year
investigation of this image—the shins of another child, slipping from the woman’s lap.
Wendy Lower’s forensic and archival detective work—in Ukraine, Germany, Slovakia,
Israel, and the United States—recovers astonishing layers of detail concerning the openair massacres in Ukraine. The identities of mother and children, of the killers—and,
remarkably, of the Slovakian photographer who openly took the image, as a secret act
of resistance—are dramatically uncovered. Finally, in the hands of this brilliant
exceptional scholar, a single image unlocks a new understanding of the place of the
family unit in the ideology of Nazi genocide.
By 2050, we will have ten billion mouths to feed in a world profoundly altered by
environmental change. How will we meet this challenge? In How to Feed the World, a
diverse group of experts from Purdue University break down this crucial question by
tackling big issues one-by-one. Covering population, water, land, climate change,
technology, food systems, trade, food waste and loss, health, social buy-in,
communication, and equal access to food, the book reveals a complex web of
challenges. Contributors unite from different perspectives and disciplines, ranging from
agronomy and hydrology to economics. The resulting collection is an accessible but
wide-ranging look at the modern food system.
Lessons and Legacies XII explores new directions in research and teaching in the field
of Holocaust studies. The essays in this volume present the most cutting-edge methods
and topics shaping Holocaust studies today, from a variety of disciplines: forensics,
environmental history, cultural studies, religious studies, labor history, film studies,
history of medicine, sociology, pedagogy, and public history. This rich compendium
reveals how far Holocaust studies have reached into cultural studies, perpetrator
history, and comparative genocide history. Scholars, laypersons, teachers, and the
myriad organizations devoted to Holocaust memorialization and education will find
these essays useful and illuminating.
With the aging of Holocaust survivors, it is increasingly vital that references dealing with
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this massively important event be made available. The attempted extermination of the
Jewish race - as well as the murder of millions of other victims the Nazis deemed
"inferior" - must not be forgotten. The A to Z of the Holocaust focuses on the
unprecedented nature of the German assault on the Jews. It provides readers with the
facts of the Holocaust, emphasizing the central role Jews played in the Nazi genocide.
The introductory essay presents a historical overview of the Holocaust and is followed
by individual entries on the subject and an extensive bibliography. This book is an easyto-use reference for history scholars, students, and general readers.
A New York Times Notable Book 2012 The rural town of Stockton, New York, is famous
for nothing: no one was born there, no one died there, nothing of any historical import at
all has ever happened there, which is why Solomon Kugel, like other urbanites fleeing
their pasts and histories, decided to move his wife and young son there. To begin
again. To start anew. But it isn’t quite working out that way for Kugel… His ailing mother
stubbornly holds on to life, and won’t stop reminiscing about the Nazi concentration
camps she never actually suffered through. To complicate matters further, some lunatic
is burning down farmhouses just like the one Kugel bought, and when, one night, he
discovers history—a living, breathing, thought-to-be-dead specimen of history—hiding
upstairs in his attic, bad quickly becomes worse. Hope: A Tragedy is a hilarious and
haunting examination of the burdens and abuse of history, propelled with unstoppable
rhythm and filled with existential musings and mordant wit. It is a comic and compelling
story of the hopeless longing to be free of those pasts that haunt our every present.
The author of The Mummy's Congress offers an eye-opening exposé of the role of the
Ahnenerbe, a Nazi research institute established by Heinrich Himmler and made up of
German scientists and scholars, many of whom resumed their regular academic
careers at the end of the war, in promoting Himmler's master plan for the Final Solution.
40,000 first printing.
n June 1944, Freda Wineman and her family arrived at Auschwitz-Birkenau, the infamous Nazi
concentration and death camp. After a cursory look from an SS doctor, Freda's life was spared
and her mother was sent to the gas chambers. Freda only survived because the Allies won the
war -- the Nazis ultimately wanted every Jew to die. Her mother was one of millions who lost
their lives because of a racist regime that believed that some human beings simply did not
deserve to live -- not because of what they had done, but because of who they were. Laurence
Rees has spent twenty-five years meeting the survivors and perpetrators of the Third Reich
and the Holocaust. In this sweeping history, he combines this testimony with the latest
academic research to investigate how history's greatest crime was possible. Rees argues that
while hatred of the Jews was at the epicenter of Nazi thinking, we cannot fully understand the
Holocaust without considering Nazi plans to kill millions of non-Jews as well. He also reveals
that there was no single overarching blueprint for the Holocaust. Instead, a series of
escalations compounded into the horror. Though Hitler was most responsible for what
happened, the blame is widespread, Rees reminds us, and the effects are enduring. The
Holocaust: A New History is an accessible yet authoritative account of this terrible crime. A
chronological, intensely readable narrative, this is a compelling exposition of humanity's
darkest moment.
A guide to literature on the Holocaust for middle-school and high-school students, with
annotated entries in such areas as anthologies, biographies, drama, fiction, nonfiction, picture
books, poetry and songs, and reference.
Criticism of Holocaust literature is an emerging field of inquiry, and as might be expected, the
most innovative work has been concentrated on the vanguard of European and Israeli
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Holocaust literature. Now that American fiction has amassed an impressive and provocative
Holocaust canon, the time is propitious for its evaluation. Witness through the Imagination
presents a critical reading of themes and stylistic strategies of major American Holocaust
fiction to determine its capacity to render the prelude, progress, and aftermath of the
Holocaust. The unifying critical approach is the textual explication of themes and literary
method, occasional comparative references to international Holocaust literature, and a
discussion of extra-literary Holocaust sources that have influenced the creative writers'
treatment of the Holocaust universe.
The author describes how her family escaped the Nazi destruction of the Polish Jewish
community by pretending to be Christians and hiding out with Catholic families
This groundbreaking international bestseller lays to rest many myths about the Holocaust: that
Germans were ignorant of the mass destruction of Jews, that the killers were all SS men, and
that those who slaughtered Jews did so reluctantly. Hitler's Willing Executioners provides
conclusive evidence that the extermination of European Jewry engaged the energies and
enthusiasm of tens of thousands of ordinary Germans. Goldhagen reconstructs the climate of
"eliminationist anti-Semitism" that made Hitler's pursuit of his genocidal goals possible and the
radical persecution of the Jews during the 1930s popular. Drawing on a wealth of unused
archival materials, principally the testimony of the killers themselves, Goldhagen takes us into
the killing fields where Germans voluntarily hunted Jews like animals, tortured them wantonly,
and then posed cheerfully for snapshots with their victims. From mobile killing units, to the
camps, to the death marches, Goldhagen shows how ordinary Germans, nurtured in a society
where Jews were seen as unalterable evil and dangerous, willingly followed their beliefs to
their logical conclusion. "Hitler's Willing Executioner's is an original, indeed brilliant contribution
to the...literature on the Holocaust."--New York Review of Books "The most important book
ever published about the Holocaust...Eloquently written, meticulously documented,
impassioned...A model of moral and scholarly integrity."--Philadelphia Inquirer
"In the courtroom and the classroom, in popular media, public policy, and scholarly pursuits,
the Holocaust-its origins, its nature, and its implications-remains very much a matter of interest,
debate, and controversy. Arriving at a time when a new generation must come to terms with
the legacy of the Holocaust or forever lose the benefit of its historical, social, and moral
lessons, this volume offers a richly varied, deeply informed perspective on the practice,
interpretation, and direction of Holocaust research now and in the future. In their essays the
authors-an international group including eminent senior scholars as well those who represent
the future of the field-set the agenda for Holocaust studies in the coming years, even as they
give readers the means for understanding today's news and views of the Holocaust, whether in
court cases involving victims and perpetrators; international, national, and corporate
developments; or fictional, documentary, and historical accounts. Several of the essays-such
as one on nonarmed "amidah" or resistance and others on the role of gender in the behavior of
perpetrators and victims-provide innovative and potentially significant interpretive frameworks
for the field of Holocaust studies. Others; for instance, the rounding up of Jews in Italy, Nazi
food policy in Eastern Europe, and Nazi anti-Jewish scholarship, emphasize the importance of
new sources for reconstructing the historical record. Still others, including essays on the 1964
Frankfurt trial of Auschwitz guards and on the response of the Catholic Church to the question
of German guilt, bring a new depth and sophistication to highly charged, sharply politicized
topics. Together these essays will inform the future of the Holocaust in scholarly research and
in popular understanding."--De l'éditeur.
In this landmark study, a sequel to Paper Walls: America and the Refugee Crisis, 1939-1941,
his study of America’s restrictive pre-World War II immigration policies, David S. Wyman
documents how FDR’s administration, especially the State Department, refused to undertake
serious efforts to rescue European Jews from the Holocaust, and argues that a commitment to
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rescue by the United States could have saved several hundred thousand victims from the
Nazis. The definitive work on its subject, this book won the National Jewish Book Award,
theAnisfield-Wolf Award, the Present Tense Literary Award, the Stuart Bernath Prize from the
Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations, and the Theodore Saloutos Award of the
Immigration History Society, and was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award.
“[Wyman’s] earlier work on prewar American attitudes to refugees from Hitler’s expanding
Reich, Paper Walls: America and the Refugee Crisis, 1938-1941, has admirably equipped him
to pursue the shameful story into the war years, when the incredulity of those in a position to
know, the deliberate obstructionism of xenophobic and anti-Semitic officials and extravagant
bureaucratic infighting within the Jewish community no less than in Government meant not
merely agonizing delay but death for thousands who could have been rescued. His research in
widely scattered sources meticulously reconstructs a complex story from which very few
individuals emerge with credit, and some, notably President Franklin D. Roosevelt, stand
clearly indicted for a cold indifference in practice utterly at variance with lofty humanitarian
sentiments publicly proclaimed for political advantage... Mr. Wyman’s analysis, exemplary in
its clarity and thoroughness... [adopts a] judicious tone and preference for marshaling evidence
rather than apportioning blame. That evidence is... cumulatively devastating, implicating both
passive bystanders and perpetrators in the vast crime that Mr. Wyman, himself a non-Jew,
reminds us was a tragedy not only for the Jewish people but for all human beings.” — A. J.
Sherman, The New York Times “[Wyman] subjects the American record during the Holocaust
to the closest scrutiny it has yet received... It is the meticulously documented detail that makes
the impact of his book shocking, disturbing and unforgettable... The documents that Mr.
Wyman quotes in grim abundance — cold-blooded private memoranda, pettifogging evasions,
flagrant lies — establish beyond any possible doubt that neither the relevant State Department
officers nor their opposite numbers in the British Foreign Office had the slightest intention of
allowing more than a token handful of Jews to be rescued.” — John Gross, The New York
Times “A monumental volume: sweeping in its scope, stunning in its insight, and enduring in
its importance... A damning indictment.” — Wall Street Journal “One of the most powerful
books I have ever read.” — Senator Paul Simon “Impressively researched, balanced in its
judgments, devastating in its discussion of untaken opportunities, and informed by an
essentially moral purpose, The Abandonment of the Jews makes a clear, largely persuasive
argument.” — Richard S. Levy, Commentary Magazine “Never before has the evidence been
marshaled so painstakingly, with such meticulous scholarship and to such effect.” —
Washington Post Book World “A telling account of one of the sorriest episodes in world
history... we will not see a better book on this subject in our lifetime.” — Leonard Dinnerstein,
The Journal of American History “[A] landmark study... Objective and dispassionate, the book
is a model of historical writing.” — Irving Abella, The American Historical Review “Authoritative,
scholarly, and fascinating.” — Yehuda Bauer
A professor of philosphy whose short-lived appointment to Director of Advanced Studies of the
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum sparked controversy critiques holocaust politics, divisions
between holocaust scholars, and disputes over commemorative projects.

Drawing on research from various historians, the author offers opinions on how to
define and explain the Holocaust, comparison to other genocides, and the connection
between the Holocaust and the establishment of Israel.
The uneasy link between tourism and collective memory at Holocaust museums and
memorials Each year, millions of people visit Holocaust memorials and museums, with
the number of tourists steadily on the rise. What lies behind the phenomenon of
"Holocaust tourism" and what role do its participants play in shaping how we remember
and think about the Holocaust? In Postcards from Auschwitz, Daniel P. Reynolds
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argues that tourism to former concentration camps, ghettos, and other places
associated with the Nazi genocide of European Jewry has become an increasingly vital
component in the evolving collective remembrance of the Holocaust. Responding to the
tendency to dismiss tourism as commercial, superficial, or voyeuristic, Reynolds insists
that we take a closer look at a phenomenon that has global reach, takes many forms,
and serves many interests. The book focuses on some of the most prominent sites of
mass murder in Europe, and then expands outward to more recent memorial museums.
Reynolds provides a historically-informed account of the different forces that have
shaped Holocaust tourism since 1945, including Cold War politics, the sudden
emergence of the "memory boom" beginning in the 1980s, and the awareness that
eyewitnesses to the Holocaust are passing away. Based on his on-site explorations, the
contributions from researchers in Holocaust studies and tourism studies, and the
observations of tourists themselves, this book reveals how tourism is an important part
of efforts to understand and remember the Holocaust, an event that continues to
challenge ideals about humanity and our capacity to learn from the past.
An exploration of the development of Holocaust research in Israel, this book ranges
from the consolidation of Holocaust research as an academic subject in the late 1940s
to the establishment of Yad Vashem and beyond. Research on the story of
historiography is often a work on books, on the "final products" that fill academic
bookshelves yet, in Israeli Holocaust Research, Boaz Cohen illustrates that the
evolution of holocaust research in Israel has a more human element to it. Drawing on
knowledge gained through seven years of work in ten major archives in Israel, the
author reveals a previously unseen picture of the development of Israeli Holocaust
research "from below," and of the social and cultural forces influencing its character. In
doing so, a new facet to the picture emerges, of the story beyond the archive and the
people who see Holocaust research as their mission and responsibility. This book will
be a fascinating addition to the study of Holocaust research and will be of particular
interest to students of history, historiography and Jewish studies
"This book provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research
findings in the area of Post-Holocaust studies. It forms a basic building-brick in the
present state of the art, advocating the construction of the newly-born multi-disciplinary
discipline of Post-Holocaust studies. It explores this subject from the areas of history,
psychology, education, communication, art, theology, and ethics"-From the award-winning historian of the Holocaust, Europe Against the Jews,
1880-1945 is the first book to move beyond Germany’s singular crime to the
collaboration of Europe as a whole. The Holocaust was perpetrated by the Germans,
but it would not have been possible without the assistance of thousands of helpers in
other countries: state officials, police, and civilians who eagerly supported the genocide.
If we are to fully understand how and why the Holocaust happened, Götz Aly argues in
this groundbreaking study, we must examine its prehistory throughout Europe. We must
look at countries as far-flung as Romania and France, Russia and Greece, where,
decades before the Nazis came to power, a deadly combination of envy, competition,
nationalism, and social upheaval fueled a surge of anti-Semitism, creating the
preconditions for the deportations and murder to come. In the late nineteenth century,
new opportunities for education and social advancement were opening up, and Jewish
minorities took particular advantage of them, leading to widespread resentment. At the
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same time, newly created nation-states, especially in the east, were striving for ethnic
homogeneity and national renewal, goals which they saw as inextricably linked.
Drawing upon a wide range of previously unpublished sources, Aly traces the sequence
of events that made persecution of Jews an increasingly acceptable European practice.
Ultimately, the German architects of genocide found support for the Final Solution in
nearly all the countries they occupied or were allied with. Without diminishing the guilt
of German perpetrators, Aly documents the involvement of all of Europe in the
destruction of the Jews, once again deepening our understanding of this most
tormented history.
The denial of the Holocaust has no more credibility than the assertion that the earth is
flat. Yet there are those who insist that the death of six million Jews in Nazi
concentration camps is nothing but a hoax perpetrated by a powerful Zionist
conspiracy. Sixty years ago, such notions were the province of pseudohistorians who
argued that Hitler never meant to kill the Jews, and that only a few hundred thousand
died in the camps from disease; they also argued that the Allied bombings of Dresden
and other cities were worse than any Nazi offense, and that the Germans were the
“true victims” of World War II. For years, those who made such claims were dismissed
as harmless cranks operating on the lunatic fringe. But as time goes on, they have
begun to gain a hearing in respectable arenas, and now, in the first full-scale history of
Holocaust denial, Deborah Lipstadt shows how—despite tens of thousands of living
witnesses and vast amounts of documentary evidence—this irrational idea not only has
continued to gain adherents but has become an international movement, with organized
chapters, “independent” research centers, and official publications that promote a
“revisionist” view of recent history. Lipstadt shows how Holocaust denial thrives in the
current atmosphere of value-relativism, and argues that this chilling attack on the
factual record not only threatens Jews but undermines the very tenets of objective
scholarship that support our faith in historical knowledge. Thus the movement has an
unsuspected power to dramatically alter the way that truth and meaning are transmitted
from one generation to another.
An in-depth look at how The New York Times failed in its coverage of the fate of
European Jews from 1939–45. It examines how the decisions that were made at The
Times ultimately resulted in the minimizing and misunderstanding of modern history's
worst genocide. Laurel Leff, a veteran journalist and professor of journalism, recounts
how personal relationships at the newspaper, the assimilationist tendencies of The
Times' Jewish owner, and the ethos of mid-century America, all led The Times to
consistently downplay news of the Holocaust. It recalls how news of Hitler's 'final
solution' was hidden from readers and - because of the newspaper's influence on other
media - from America at large. Buried by The Times is required reading for anyone
interested in America's response to the Holocaust and for anyone curious about how
journalists determine what is newsworthy.
Offers a country-by-country breakdown of the impact the Holocaust had on world
history, through politics, economics, and culture, covering twenty-two member states of
the United Nations.
As an increasingly polarized America fights over the legacy of racism, Susan Neiman, author
of the contemporary philosophical classic Evil in Modern Thought, asks what we can learn from
the Germans about confronting the evils of the past In the wake of white nationalist attacks, the
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ongoing debate over reparations, and the controversy surrounding Confederate monuments
and the contested memories they evoke, Susan Neiman’s Learning from the Germans
delivers an urgently needed perspective on how a country can come to terms with its historical
wrongdoings. Neiman is a white woman who came of age in the civil rights–era South and a
Jewish woman who has spent much of her adult life in Berlin. Working from this unique
perspective, she combines philosophical reflection, personal stories, and interviews with both
Americans and Germans who are grappling with the evils of their own national histories.
Through discussions with Germans, including Jan Philipp Reemtsma, who created the
breakthrough Crimes of the Wehrmacht exhibit, and Friedrich Schorlemmer, the East German
dissident preacher, Neiman tells the story of the long and difficult path Germans faced in their
effort to atone for the crimes of the Holocaust. In the United States, she interviews James
Meredith about his battle for equality in Mississippi and Bryan Stevenson about his monument
to the victims of lynching, as well as lesser-known social justice activists in the South, to
provide a compelling picture of the work contemporary Americans are doing to confront our
violent history. In clear and gripping prose, Neiman urges us to consider the nuanced forms
that evil can assume, so that we can recognize and avoid them in the future.
Sources of Holocaust Insight maps the odyssey of an American Christian philosopher who has
studied, written, and taught about the Holocaust for more than fifty years. What findings result
from John Roth’s journey; what moods pervade it? How have events and experiences,
scholars and students, texts and testimonies—especially the questions they raise—affected
Roth’s Holocaust studies and guided his efforts to heed the biblical proverb: “Whatever else
you get, get insight”? More sources than Roth can acknowledge have informed his encounters
with the Holocaust. But particular persons—among them Elie Wiesel, Raul Hilberg, Primo Levi,
and Albert Camus—loom especially large. Revisiting Roth’s sources of Holocaust insight, this
book does so not only to pay tribute to them but also to show how the ethical, philosophical,
and religious reverberations of the Holocaust confer and encourage responsibility for human
well-being in the twenty-first century. Seeing differently, seeing better—sound learning and
teaching about the Holocaust aim for what may be the most important Holocaust insight of all:
Take nothing good for granted.
Introduction : the role of gender in the Holocaust / Lenore J. Weitzman and Dalia Ofer -Gender and the Jewish family in modern Europe / Paula E. Hyman -- Keeping calm and
weathering the storm : Jewish women's responses to daily life in Nazi Germany, 1933-1939 /
Marion Kaplan -- The missing 52 percent : research on Jewish women in interwar Poland and
its implications for Holocaust studies / Gershon Bacon -- Women in the Jewish labor bund in
interwar Poland / Daniel Blatman -- Ordinary women in Nazi Germany : perpetrators, victims,
followers, and bystanders / Gisela Bock -- The Grodno Ghetto and its underground : a personal
narrative / Liza Chapnik -- The key game / Ida Fink -- 5050
Buried by the TimesThe Holocaust and America's Most Important NewspaperCambridge
University Press
Classes and books on the Holocaust often center on the experiences of victims, perpetrators,
and bystanders, but rescuers also occupy a prominent space in Holocaust courses and
literature even though incidents of rescue were relatively few and rescuers constituted less
than 1 percent of the population in Nazi-occupied Europe. As inspiring figures and role models,
rescuers challenge us to consider how we would act if we found ourselves in similarly perilous
situations of grave moral import. Their stories speak to us and move us. Yet this was not
always the case. Seventy years ago these brave men and women, today regarded as the
Righteous Among the Nations, went largely unrecognized; indeed, sometimes they were even
singled out for abuse from their co-nationals for their selfless actions. Unlikely Heroes traces
the evolution of the humanitarian hero, looking at the ways in which historians, politicians, and
filmmakers have treated individual rescuers like Raoul Wallenberg and Oskar Schindler, as
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well as the rescue efforts of humanitarian organizations. Contributors in this edited collection
also explore classroom possibilities for dealing with the role of rescuers, at both the university
and the secondary level.
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